Let S → C be a smooth projective surface fibered onto a curve C. We prove that the multiplicativity of the perverse decomposition on H * (S [n] , Q) associated with the natural map S [n] → C (n) is governed by the perversity of the canonical class KS in H * (S, Q) associated with S → C.
for detailed discussions. The perverse filtration is called multiplicative if the cup product satisfies
for any k, k ′ ≥ 0. The purpose of this paper is to study the multiplicativity of the perverse filtration associated with the natural projection from Hilbert schemes of points on fibered surfaces to certain naturally defined bases.
1.1. Motivation from the P = W conjecture. Our motivation of studying the multiplicativity of perverse filtration arises from the P = W conjecture. Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus at least 2. There are two moduli spaces which are attached to the curve C and an integer n. They are Simpson's Dolbeault and Betti moduli spaces. The Doubeault moduli space M D parametrizes degree 0 stable Higgs bundles of rank n on C, and the Betti moduli space M B is the corresponding character variety. In [7] , Simpson Such a phenomenon is referred to as the "P = W conjecture". It was proved in [2] in the case of n = 2 and g ≥ 2, and very recently in [3] for arbitrary n and g = 2. Since the Hodge-theoretic weight filtration is always multiplicative, the multiplicativity of the perverse filtration associated with the Hitchin map is strong evidence to support the P = W conjecture. Furthermore, it is proved that the P = W conjecture is equivalent to the multiplicativity, [3, Theorem 0.6] .
There is a parabolic version of the Simpson's correspondence and hence a parabolic version of the P = W conjecture. The parabolic P = W conjecture is proved for five families of parabolic moduli spaces indexed by affine Dynkin diagrams and the rank n in [8] and [9] . In this setting, each Dolbeault moduli space M D is of the form S [n] , a Hilbert scheme of n points on smooth elliptically fibered surface f : S → A 1 . The corresponding Hitchin maps π : S [n] → A n are constructed as the composition of the Hilbert-Chow morphism S [n] → S (n) and the natural projection S (n) → (A 1 ) (n) , where S (n) denotes the n-th symmetric product of S. In fact, the multiplicativity of perverse filtration argument in the proof works in the following generality. Theorem 1.1. [9, Theorem 4 .18] Let f : S → C be a surjective morphism from a smooth projective surface with numerically trivial canonical bundle to a smooth projective curve. Then the perverse filtration associated with the morphism S [n] → C (n) is multiplicative.
It is natural to ask that whether the same result holds for surfaces with non-trivial canonical bundle. In this paper, we will show how the multiplicativity of the perverse decomposition on the Hilbert scheme H * (S [n] , Q) is governed by the geometry of the fibered surface S → C.
Perverse decompositions of Hilbert schemes.
Let f : X → Y be a surjective map between smooth projective varieties with perverse filtration
A perverse decomposition associated with the morphism f is a direct sum
A perverse decomposition is strongly multiplicative if
Although the perverse filtration (1) associated with a proper morphism is canonically defined, the perverse decomposition (2) is not unique. This is analogous to the fact that a direct sum decomposition determines a filtration, but a filtration does not determine the direct summands naturally. However, the non-canonical feature allows us to pick a good decomposition adapted to the problem we would like to solve. In fact, the multiplicativity of a perverse filtration follows from one of its perverse decompositions being strongly multiplicative.
Let f : S → C be a fibration of a smooth projective surface over a smooth projective curve. Then the perverse filtration associated with map f is a 2-step filtration
which is always multiplicative, [9, Proposition 4.17] . Pick and fix a perverse decomposition G • H * (S, Q) which splits the perverse filtration P • . Then there is a canonical perverse decomposition
associated with the natural map π : S [n] → C (n) . Our main result is Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.6) . Let n ≥ 2. Let f : S → C be a surjective morphism from a smooth projective surface to a smooth projective curve. Suppose further that f admits a strongly multiplicative perverse decomposi-
Our approach to prove Theorem 1.2 is to understand how the Heisenburg algebra and Virasoro algebra act on the perverse decomposition. We show that they are pure with respect to the decomposition, i.e. the image of any direct summand is contained in a single direct summand. As a consequence, we are able to determine the exact perverse degrees of the tautological classes in the perverse decomposition. Following the notation in Section 2, we have Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 4.5). Let f : S → C be a surjective morphism from a smooth projective surface to a smooth projective curve. Suppose that there exists a strongly multiplicative perverse filtration
(2) The Virasoro operator L n (α) is of degree (n, d + 2n, k + n).
Suppose further that K S ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q).
(3) The boundary operator ∂ is of degree (0, 2, 1). (4) The "cupping with α [n] l " operator is of degree (0, d + 2l − 4, k + l − 2).
Since the tautological classes generate the cohomology H * (S [n] , Q) as a Q-algebra, we are able to calculate the cup product explicitly. The key ingredients of the argument are Lehn's formula developed in [4] and [6] , and the perverse filtrations/decompositions associated with Hilbert schemes of points developed in [8] and [9] . Since our treatments on the cohomology H * (S [n] , Q) are pure combinatorial, it is not necessary to require the G • to be a perverse decomposition associated with some fibration f : S → C. We will work on general decompositions on H * (S, Q) and give the precise conditions on a decomposition G • H * (S, Q) for Theorem 1.3 to hold.
1.3. Outline. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up the notations for Hilbert schemes and recall the work of Lehn and Li-Qin-Wang on tautological classes and cup products of Hilbert schemes of points on smooth surfaces. We also define G-decompositions as a generalization of perverse decomposition, and recall some basic facts about G-decompositions on the cohomology of Hilbert schemes. In Section 3, we calculate the Gdegree of Nakajima operators, Virasoro operators, the boundary operator, and "cupping with tautological class" operators. As a corollary, we determine the precise G-degree of tautological classes. We prove our main theorem, Lehn's formula to calculate the G-degrees of the cup product. Section 4 contains our main application on multiplicativity of perverse decomposition.
1.4. Acknowledgements. I thank Mark de Cataldo, Shizhang Li, and Junliang Shen for helpful discussions.
Hilbert schemes
2.1. Cup product. In this section we set up notations and recall cup product formula following [1, 4, 6] . Let S be a quasi-projective surface. Let S [n] be the Hilbert scheme of n points on S. We denote
be the Nakajima operators. Göttsche's formula represents the (bi)graded ring H as a symmetric product as follows.
Theorem 2.2. There is an isomorphism between graded vector spaces
In particular, fix a linear basis B of H * (S, Q), the set
×S be the universal subscheme, and let p : Z n → S [n] and q : Z n → S. For any element α ∈ H * (S, Q), denote
We have
It follows from the definition that deg α
We denote by α [•] ∈ End Q H the linear operator which is multiplication by α [n] on H * (S [n] , Q). We denote the homogeneous degree 2 component of 1 [•] as ∂.
Let ∆ * : H * (S, Q) → H * (S, Q) ⊗ H * (S, Q) be the Gysin pushforward along the closed embedding of the diagonal. We denote
We define the Virasoro operators L n (α) ∈ End Q H as
The interactions between Nakajima operators and Virasoro operators are (5) [L m (β), p n (α)] = np m+n (βα).
Lehn proved in [4] that
Theorem 2.4. For n ∈ N and α ∈ H * (S, Q), one has
where K is the canonical divisor class of S.
Let n = 1 and β = 1 in (5), one may represent q n (α) by L 1 (1) and q n−1 (α). Equation (6) replaces L 1 (1) by [∂, q 1 (1)]. Iterating this process leads to an identity
where ad(A)(−) := [A, −] for any linear operator A. Therefore, we have
When S is projective, the cohomology ring H * (S [n] , Q) is generated by the tautological classes α [n] when α runs over a linear basis, [6] . Therefore, to describe the cup product in H * (S [n] , Q) it suffices to interpret α [n] · q n 1 (α 1 ) · · · q ns (α s )1 in terms of Nakajima operators and Virasoro operators. Since the relations among various operators are given in terms of their commutators, we will iterate the following lemma later. Lemma 2.5. Let A, B 1 , · · · , B s be linear operators acting on a vector space V . Then we have an equality of operators
G-decomposition for Hilbert schemes.
In this section, we introduce the notion of G-decomposition on cohomology groups of smooth projective varieties, generalizing perverse decompositions and Hodge decompositions. We briefly review the construction of perverse decomposition on H = ⊕ n H * (S [n] , Q) in [8] in the language of G-decomposition. Definition 2.6. Let X be a connected smooth projective variety of dimension n. (1) Let f : X → Y be a proper morphism between smooth varieties. Then H * (X, Q) is equipped with a perverse filtration, whose graded
The diagonal property is always satisfied. See Section 4.1 for details. (2) Let X be a smooth projective variety. Then the Hodge decomposition
is a G-decomposition of length m = n and the diagonal property is always satisfied.
Convention. Throughout this paper, we fix the length m = n.
Then we define the G-decomposition on the cohomology of the product following the Künneth formula
, and the Hilbert scheme H * (S [n] , Q). We denote all of them by G • when no confusion arises. On the Cartesian product S n , we define the G-decomposition as
By taking the S n -invariant part, the decomposition descend to the one for the symmetric product S (n) .
Here P : H ⊠n → H ⊠n is the symmetrization operator
The perverse decomposition on the product of symmetric products S (a 1 ) × · · · × S (an) is defined similarly by using Künneth formula. Now we turn to the Hilbert scheme S [n] . For a partition ν = 1 a 1 · · · n an of n, denote S (ν) = S (a 1 ) × · · · × S (an) .
By [1] , we have a canonical decomposition
We define
to be the G-decomposition of S [n] . Therefore, the G-decomposition induces a third grading on the vector space
where n, d, k are called the conformal weight, the cohomological degree, and the G-degree respectively. We say that a linear operator A :
for any tridegree (n, d, k).
Tautological classes and multiplicativity of G-decompositions
3.1. Nakajima operators and the boundary operator. In this section we study how Nakajima operators q m (α) and the boundary operator ∂ act on G-decompositions. We first recall that the coefficients of t n in the isomorphism
induces an isomorphism
Sym a i H * (S, Q)[2(a 1 + · · · + a n )],
where (n 1 , · · · , n s ) = 1 a 1 · · · n an are the same partitions in different notations. By the description of the decomposition (8), we have the following.
Proof. The conformal weight n and the cohomological degree d follows directly from the decomposition (9) and (10). To calculate the G-degree, the factor P n j =i α j has G-degree n j =i k j in H * (S (a i ) , Q). Therefore by (8),
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative decomposition
Proof. The conformal weight and cohomological degree of q n (α) follows from the definition. We calculate the G-degree of q n (α) from its action of on a linear basis
where m i are positive integers and β i run over a linear basis adapted to the decomposition G • H * (S, Q). By Proposition 3.1, we have
(1) Case 1: n ≥ 0. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that
So q n (α) increases the G-degree by k + n − 1 as desired. (2) Case 2: n < 0. Then q n (α)1 = 0 by degree reason. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5, we have
The constant δ n+m i S αβ i is nonzero only when n + m i = 0 and αβ i ∈ G 2 H 4 (S, Q), which is further equivalent to d + deg β i = 4 and k + g(β i ) = 2 by the strong multiplicativity assumption of the G-decomposition. Thus
Therefore all nonzero summands have the same G-degree, so does their sum. We condlude that the operator q n (α) increases the Gdegree by k + n − 1. (1) Case 1: n = 0. By the definition of Virasoro operator,
It follows from strong multiplicativity of G-decomposition and Proposition 3.2 that the operator q m (β i ) is of degree
Since d i +d i = 4 by degree reason and k i +k i = 2 by the the diagonal property, q m (β i )q n−m (β i α) is an operator of degree (n, d + 2n, k + n) for all i. We conclude that L n (α) is of degree (n, d + 2n, k + n).
(2) Case 2: n = 0. The calculation is similar. Each individual term in
is an operator of degree (0, d, k) , so does the L n (α). 
Proof. This is [8, Lemma 2.1]. Proposition 3.5. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q). Suppose further that the G-decomposition satisfies the diagonal property. Let α ∈ G k H d (S, Q).
(1) The linear operator (ad ∂)q 1 
Proof. Recall that Proposition 2.4 describes the commutator of boundary and Nakajima operators in terms of Virasoro and Nakajima operators.
[∂, q n (α)] = nL n (α) + n 2 q n (Kα).
(1) When n = 1. Proposition 3.3 implies that [∂, q n (α)] = nL n (α) is of degree (1, d + 2, k + 1). (2) General n with K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q). Then the strong multiplicativity of G • H * (S, Q) and Proposition 3.2 implies that q n (Kα) is a linear operator of degree (n, d+ n, k + n). Proposion 3.3 implies that L n (α) is a linear operator of degree (n, d + n, k + n). So (ad ∂)q n (α) = [∂, q n (α)] ∈ End Q (H) is of degree (n, d + 2n, k + n). Proof. We use the notation in Proposition 3.3. The diagonal property implies that d i + d i = 4 and k i + k i = 2.
(1) Case 1: n > 0. By Lemma 2.5, we have
So the degree of linear operator
The degree of q m (β i )[∂, q n−m (β i α)] is calculated similarly by Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.5. Since all the summands have the same degree, the linear operator [∂, L n (α)] is of degree (n, d + 2n + 2, k + n + 1). (2) Case 2: n = 0. The calculation is similar to Case 1. Proposition 3.7. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q). Suppose that the Gdecomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) . Suppose further that the canonical class K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q). Then the boundary operator ∂ is of degree (0, 2, 1).
Proof. Since the operator ∂ is defined as the cup product with a degree 2 class, it is obvious to see that its conformal weight is 0 and cohomological degree is 2. To calculate the G-degree of ∂, it suffices to calculate the action of ∂ on a linear basis
where m i are positive integers and {β i } run over a linear basis adapted to the decomposition G • H * (S, Q). By Proposition 3.1,
By iterating Lemma 2.5 and noting that ∂ 1 = 0, we have
By Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.5,
We conclude that the boundary operator ∂ is of degree (0, 2, 1). Corollary 3.8. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q) . Suppose that the G-decomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) . Suppose further that the canonical class K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q). Let α ∈ G k H d (S, Q). Then the linear operator (ad∂) m q n (α) is of degree
Proof. We argue by induction on m. The induction base m = 1 is Proposition 3.5.(2). Suppose it is proved for m − 1, i.e. (ad∂) m−1 q n (α) has degree (n, d + 2n + 2m − 4, k + n + m − 2). Then by Proposition 3.7, and induction hypothesis,
is a linear operator of degree (n, d + 2n + 2m − 2, k + n + m − 1).
Tautological classes.
In this section we will show that for any pure class (see Definition 2.6) α ∈ H * (S, Q), the tautological classes α [n] is also pure, and calculate its G-degree. Recall that
where α [n] l is the degree deg α + 2l − 4 component of α [n] defined in (3). Proposition 3.9. Let S is a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q). Suppose that the Gdecomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) . Suppose further that (S, Q) , and x ∈ G K H D (S [n] , Q). Then
Proof. We prove by induction on the lexicographic order of the pair (n, D), the conformal weight and the cohomological degree of x. Since
The cohomological degree D+d+2l−4 components yield an equation
Both (ad ∂) l−2 q 1 (1)y (by Corollary 3.8) and q 1 (1)(α [n−1] · y) (by induction hypothesis and Proposition 3.2) are of degree
, Q). The operator ∂ commutes with α [•] because both of them are defined by cup products with classes of even degree. So we have
Since ∂ is an operator of degree (0, 2, 1) (Corollary 3.8), we have α [n] l · ∂y ∈ G K+k+l−2 H D+d+2l−4 (S [n] , Q). Proposition 3.10. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q) . Suppose the G-decomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) . Suppose further that the canonical class K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q) . Let α ∈ G k H d (S, Q) . Then the tautological classes
Remark 3.11. Note that 1 ∈ G 0 H 0 (S [n] , Q) is of the form (q 1 (1)) n 1. By iterating Lemma 2.5, we have an explicit formula
Strong multiplicativity.
Theorem 3.12. Let S is a projective smooth surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q). Suppose further that the Gdecomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) . Let n ≥ 2. Then the G-decomposition on H * (S [n] , Q) is strongly multiplicative if and only if K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q).
Proof. If the G-decomposition is strongly multiplicative, the self intersection of the boundary divisor ∂S [n] should be in G 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q). There are two ways to express ∂S [n] . On one hand, the linear operator ∂ is defined as taking the cup product with − 1 2 ∂S [n] . On the other hand, ∂S [n] can be represented by Nakajima operators as (q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (1)1. Therefore, the self intersection of boundary operator is
by Proposition 2.4. By Proposition 3.2 and 3.3, we have g (q 1 (1)) i L 1 (1)(q 1 (1)) n−3−i q 2 (1)1 = 2, g (q 1 (1)) n−2 L 2 (1)1 = 2, g (q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (K)1 = 1 + g(K).
The strongly multiplicativity forces that g(K) = 1, or equivalently, K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q) .
Conversely, suppose that K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q). By Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10, we have g(α [n] l · x) = K + k + l − 2 and g(α [n] l ) = k + l − 2 for any α ∈ G k H * (S, Q) and x ∈ G K H * (S [n] , Q). Therefore, we conclude that g(α
l ) + g(x) holds for any pure class α. By an induction argument on t, we obtain
holds for pure classes α j . By [6] , H * (S [n] , Q) is an Q-algebra generated by tautological classes α
[n] l where α runs over a linear basis B of H * (S, Q). We may choose B to be adapted to the G-decomposition G • H * (S, Q), since the assignment α → α [n] is Q-linear. Therefore, any pure class z ∈ G K H D (S [n] , Q) can be written as
such that each summand is in G K H D (S [n] , Q). We conclude from linearity of cup product and (11) that g(z · x) = g(z) + g(x) holds for any pure classes z and x. Therefore the G-decomposition is strongly multiplicative. Corollary 3.13. Let S be a smooth projective surface equipped with a strongly multiplicative G-decomposition on H * (S, Q). Suppose that the G-decomposition satisfies the diagonal property (2.6) and the canonical class K ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q). Let Z n be the universal subscheme in S × S [n] . Then we have
Proof. Let {β i } and {β i } be the linear bases adapted to the decomposition G • H * (S, Q) in the diagonal property. Then a standard projection formula argument shows that ∆ * (1) = β i ⊗ β i implies that the Poincaré paring satisfies
The cohomological degree 2l components are
By Proposition 3.10 and the diagonal property, the G-degree of the right side is 2l. Note that td 0 (S) = 1, td 1 (S) = K S ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q), and td 2 (S) ∈ H 4 (S, Q) = G 2 H 4 (S, Q). By the Künneth property for G-decompositions, we have
and
Since the cup product on S × S [n] are calculated factor-wisely, Theorem 3.12 implies that the G-decomposition G • H * (S × S [n] , Q) is strongly multiplicative. The claim follows from an induction on l. For any morphism between algebraic varieties f : X → Y , we have
By taking the hypercohomology, there is a natural map
is the defect of semismallness. Define P k H * (X, Q) ⊂ H * (X, Q) to be the image of the map. The increasing filtration P • H * (X, Q) is the perverse filtration associated with the morphism f : X → Y . The perversity of a class α ∈ H * (X, Q), denoted as p f (α), is defined to be the number k such that α ∈ P k H * (X, Q) and α ∈ P k−1 H * (X, Q). Since the perverse filtration is concentrated in [0, 2r(f )], we have that
for any class α ∈ H * (S, Q). We say a direct sum
is a perverse decomposition associated with the morphism f : X → Y if it splits the perverse filtration, i.e.
When f : X → Y is a fibration with equidimensional fiber, 1 ∈ P 0 H 0 (X, Q) and [pt] ∈ P 2r(f ) H 2n (X, Q), and hence any perverse decomposition will be a G-decomposition. Perverse decompositions always satisfy the diagonal property (2.6). 
Proof. This follows from [9, Proposition 3.1].
The perverse filtration P • H * (X, Q) associated with a morphism f :
or equivalently, p f (αβ) ≤ p f (α) + p f (β). We have proved in [9] that the perverse filtration associated with surface fibered over curve is always multiplicative. Remark 4.3. We do not know in general whether every multiplicative perverse filtration admits a strongly multiplicative decomposition to split it. In low dimensional case, perverse decomposition can be construct explicitly. For example, When H 1 (S, Q) = 0 or when S = C × F → C is a trivial fiber bundle, such strongly multiplicative decomposition exists.
Perverse decomposition for Hilbert schemes of fibered sur-
faces. Let f : S → C be a proper surjective morphism from a smooth quasiprojective surface to a smooth quasi-projective curve. The defect r(f ) = 1, so the perverse filtration associated with f has length 2:
The fibration f induces a map
which is the composition of the Hilbert-Chow morphism S [n] → S (n) and the induced morphism on the symmetric products S (n) → C (n) . We briefly review the description of the perverse filtration in [9] and the corresponding perverse decomposition constructed in [8] . On the Cartesian product f n : S n → C n , the perverse filtration is
By taking the S n -invariant part, the perverse filtration descends to the ones for the symmetric product f (n) : S (n) → C (n) .
where the symmetrization operator P is defined in (7) . The perverse filtration on the product of symmetric products S (a 1 ) × · · · × S (an) is defined similarly by using Künneth formula. Now we turn to the Hilbert scheme S [n] . Recall that for a partition ν = 1 a 1 · · · n an of n, we denote S (ν) = S (a 1 ) × · · · × S (an) . 
where the perverse filtration is defined by the natural map h : S [n] → C (n) .
It is straight forward to check that once we fix a strongly multiplicative perverse decomposition G • H * (S, Q) associated with f : S → C, the G-decompositions G • H * (S n , Q), G • H * (S (n) , Q), and G • H * (S [n] , Q) constructed in Section 2.2 split the corresponding perverse filtrations. Therefore, they are perverse decompositions associated with maps f n : S n → C n , f (n) : S (n) → C (n) , and π : S [n] → C (n) , respectively. Therefore, the main results for G-decompositions are valid for perverse decompositions. Let α ∈ G k H d (S, Q). We have (1) The Nakajima operator q n (α) is of degree (n, d + 2n − 2, k + n − 1).
(3) The boundary operator ∂ is of degree (0, 2, 1). (4) The "cupping with α
l " operator is of degree (0, d + 2l − 4, k + l − 2). do not generate the cohomology ring H * (S [n] , Q) in general. Let R be the sub-Q-algebra generated by tautological classes. Our method shows that if K S ∈ G 1 H 2 (S, Q), g(x · y) = g(x) + g(y) whenever x ∈ R or y ∈ R.
We also have the following necessary condition for the perverse filtration associated with f : S [n] → C (n) to be multiplicative. Proposition 4.8. Let n ≥ 2 Let f : S → C be a surjective morphism from a smooth projective surface to a smooth projective curve. Let π : S [n] → C (n) be the induced morphism. Suppose further that f admits a strongly multiplicative perverse decomposition G • H * (S, Q). If the perverse filtration associated with π is multiplicative, then p f (K S ) ≤ 1.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.12, we calculate the self-intersection of the boundary divisor ∂S [n] . We have seen that ∂S [n] · ∂S [n] = − 2∂(q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (1)1 = − 2 n−3 i=0 (q 1 (1)) i L 1 (1)(q 1 (1)) n−3−i q 2 (1)1 − 2(q 1 (1)) n−2 (2L 2 (1) + q 2 (K S ))1.
Since there is a strongly multiplicative perverse decomposition G • H * (S, Q) associated with f . By Theorem 4.5.(1),(2), we have (q 1 (1)) i L 1 (1)(q 1 (1)) n−3−i q 2 (1)1 ∈ G 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q) ⊂ P 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q) and
(q 1 (1)) n−2 (2L 2 (1))1 ∈ G 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q) ⊂ P 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q).
The multiplicativity of perverse filtration implies that p π (∂S [n] · ∂S [n] ) ≤ 2, so (q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (K S )1 ⊂ P 2 H 4 (S [n] , Q).
Since in the decomposition (12), (q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (K S )1 is K S ⊠ P(1 ⊠ · · · ⊠ 1) in the summand ν = (2, 1, · · · , 1), Theorem 4.4 implies that p π ((q 1 (1)) n−2 q 2 (K S )1) = p f (K S ) + 1.
Therefore p f (K S ) ≤ 1.
Remark 4.9. It is natural to ask whether the perverse filtration associated with π : S [n] → C (n) is multiplicative if and only if p f (K S ) ≤ 1. We believe
